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My instructions provided by Dr. Peter Chojnowski:

To review 3 images that were labeled as:
Picture #1: Subject 1. Unknown date. From 1990 documentary.

●

#1Older Sister

Picture #2: Known Older Sisters of Sister Lucy dos
Santos: Teresa, Maria dos Anjos, Carolina and Glória.
Picture taken in the late 1960s.

#2 Known Sisters

Picture #3: Sister Lucy II. Woman identified as a substitute for the
●

●

●

original Sister Lucy.
I was provided with an additional four images of Sister Lucy II for
further facial reference.
I was also provided with a short clip from a documentary of Subject
1 and then the full version of the documentary of Subject 1 and
Santa Lucy II.
After familiarising myself with the images and video footage I was
asked to answer the following questions:

#3 Sister Lucy II

1) Is Subject 1, portrayed in the video as an "older sister" of Lucy, actually
the Substitute Sister Lucy II?
2) Is Subject 1, any of the sisters of Lucia dos Santos, as these are
comprehensively portrayed in the picture below.
Based upon my extensive review I can determine the following:
• Subject 1, who is portrayed in the video as an “older sister” is not the
Substitute Sister Lucy II.
• Subject 1 is not a sister of Lucia dos Santos as portrayed in the image
provided.
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